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About This Game

Every game is different from the potions available in chests to the orientation of levels and bosses. Chest and enemy spawn
points and quantities are randomized for every level as well.

Rogue Party brings the anticipation of random dungeon crawling to the next level with a highly interactive multiplayer
experience. Work together by using potions on one another, exploiting enemy weaknesses and building your equipment to

complement the team.

Or go it alone, taking on the Dungeon of Doom all by yourself.

"Drop in, Drop Out" multiplayer features mean that your friends can join at any time during the first level of the game and, if
anyone quits, the adventure can continue unaffected.

Every door could lead to a mundane hallway, epic room full of loot or a soul crushing boss.
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Another great game of the "Blocked and Loaded" series perfectly executed. Awaiting next masterpiece from the creators soon
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Winter Update Is Live! New Train, Environment, Objects, Scenery controls, Cargo Carriage:
Hello Everyone.

The winter update is here! Queue the fireworks!

Some of you may realize that the silhouette of the train is a little different. Good eye! This new train is part of our largest and
first seasonal update to Tracks: The Train Set Game. We've also got a new environment, new objects, some lighting and fog
customization and some bug fixes.

You can check out a new trailer for the Winter update right here!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LgLATWn2Sm4

A detailed change log will be at the bottom of this announcement. But let's go through the major additions and changes one by
one.

The Gingerbread Train. Patch - 1st October 2017:
Firstly, thank you to everyone who has already been enjoying the game and those who are making posts in the forum, the
response has been amazing. I keep a note of every bug/suggestion and I'll work hard over the next few weeks and months to
improve everything to the best of my ability.

List of changes:. Patch - 25th September 2017:

Improved the socket system so they are now only available on endings which can potentially be used to create new pieces

Up/Down now takes priority over Left/Right to make them easier to place

Trying to place down an invalid red piece now just plays a sound instead of clearing your selection

Some adjustments and additions to tooltips

Fixed an issue with joining pieces where the train could derail if you turned unnecessarily

Fixed an issue where a small piece of furniture clipping through the track could potentially cause the train to miss the
next turn
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Added a screen element to make it clearer when you already have a piece of track selected off screen

New stage to the passenger mode

. New Update Now Live! Multiple trains, Junction switches, new languages!:

Hello everybody!. November Hotfix:
Firstly I want to say thank you for all the kind words and feedback on the latest update, and welcome to all the new players who
have recently found the game!

Because the update added a lot of stuff (read the full details here) I knew there would be some things which needed fixing so
I've been working on a quick patch to fix the immediate issues, with more content of course coming in later updates.

Changes:
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